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Abstract. Because the static strength theory can’t reflect exactly the dynamic loads suffered by 

gear box, it is difficult to analysis the gear box’s reliability and rest life prediction with the short 

time and the complex task profile. In the paper, collaborative simulation based on interfaces is 

used in gear box. With the running simulation of different task profile the reliability and life 

prediction properly of all ingredients are analyzed under the dynamic loads, and with an example 

of planetary frame the feasibility is proved. The research on collaborative simulation based on 

interfaces used in gear box of tracked vehicle not only solve the technical problem which caused 

by the complex task profile but also join the engineer tightly, it is significant in practice. 
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1 Introduction 

The static strength theory can’t reflect the dynamic loads practical in different working station of 
tracked vehicle which is designed with the static strength theory. So it results in the sharp difference of 
designed life and true lifetime, and in some degree it affect the reliability of whole system [1,2,3,4]. As 
the development of computer, multi-body dynamics and virtual prototyping, research on simulation, 
reliability and life prediction of complex tracked vehicle is feasible [5,6,7,8]. 

So collaborative simulation based on interfaces will solve not only the life prediction under dynamic 

loads but also contact tightly the engineering application. The results will be the important data to 

design and apply. 

2 Collaborative simulation based on interface 

2.1 Loads analyzing of gear box 

Because of lacking of loads data before 1990’s, the designed method of tracked vehicle still adopted 
traditional static strength theory. Depend on investigation of cars, more than 70 percent components are 
broken under dynamic loads. Compare tracked vehicle with car, the working condition is formidable 
natural conditions, so the proportion of broken components of tracked vehicle under dynamic loads is 
more than cars’. So the dynamic loads under different task station are basic and important to tracked 
vehicle gear box’s design. While dynamic loads are influenced by many motors such as working 
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conditions, structural parameter and road surface. So the research on dynamic loads is difficult because 
of not only long time and huge cost but also the acquisition model. Nowadays experiment is considered 
the effective method to achieve dynamic loads, while the test method is limit due to the little versatility 
of experiment results. 

2.2 Collaborative simulation based on interfaces used in tracked vehicle gear box 

In this paper collaborative simulation based on interfaces is researched on tracked vehicle which 
involved in multi-disciplinary crossing and merging. That combined simulation with engineer 
application. Meanwhile collaborative simulation based on interfaces can implement some experiments 
unable to realize. For example, running simulation can instead in some degree the real experiment 
properly. Combine the results from the running simulation with dynamic simulation, FEA analysis, 
fatigue simulation and so on will enlarge the area of simulation. Collaborative simulation based on 
interfaces tightly combined with engineering will increase reliability of whole system and generate huge 
economic benefit. The flow chart of collaborative simulation used in tracked vehicle gear box is 
provided in Fig.1 [4]. 

 

Figure 1. The flow chart of collaborative simulation based on interfaces applied in tracked vehicle gear box. 

With the flow chart the dynamic loads suffered in different working condition achieved with running 

simulation. The dynamic loads are important data to dynamic simulation and FEA analysis. Based on 

the results fatigue life prediction and optimum design are researched [3]. 
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3 Case study 

The case study put the fig.1 into practice which increases the life of the planetary frame in gear box, and 

combined ADAMS, MSC. Patran and FE-FATIGUE with collaborative simulation are based on 

interfaces. In the paper the virtual prototyping of tracked vehicle gear box is built up. Combined with 

the running simulation of tracked vehicle gear box, the loads of every part suffered will be obtained [2]. 

As we all know that the dynamic loads are the key to the structural reliability in the collaborative 

simulation. In the paper the planetary frame in gear box certificate the feasibility of collaborative 

simulation based on interfaces applied in tracked vehicle gear box. Virtual prototyping of tracked 

vehicle gear box is list in Fig.2. 

 

Figure 2. Virtual prototyping of tracked vehicle gear box. 

With the virtual prototyping of tracked vehicle gear box the running simulation proceeded on 

different roads with MSC.ATV, the dynamic loads suffered by the planetary frame in one task profile is 

obtained as Fig.3. 

 

Figure 3. The dynamic loads suffered by the planetary frame. 

Under the effect of dynamic loads showed on fig.3, the finite element analysis and fatigue analysis 

supply the fatigue life contours of the planetary frame as fig.4. In fact, the planetary frame is a main part 

and easy to breakdown, so it is necessary to redesign to increase the reliability. The life of initial 

structural is shown in fig.4. Because the planetary gears are important sector in the life prediction, so in 

the paper with the permission of drive ratio the planetary gears are changed from four to six. 

Collaborative simulation based on interfaces applied in the structural optimism again, so the life of the 

planetary frame with the structural optimism is shown in fig.5 [1]. 
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Figure 4. Fatigue life of the planetary frame. 

 

Figure 5. Fatigue life of the redesign planetary frame. 

The results of the comparison showed that the redesign construction’s fatigue life is much longer 

than before. So the redesign planetary frame not only solved the faults basically, but also increased the 

reliability of tracked vehicle gear box significantly. What’s more, the example proved the feasibility of 

collaborative simulation based on interfaces applied in tracked vehicle gear box and will generate huge 

economic impact on developing weapon. 

4 Summary 

This paper researched collaborative simulation based on interfaces applied in tracked vehicle gear box. 

The research solves not only the problem of life prediction and structural optimism existed under 

dynamic loads in practice but also combine the engineer application tightly. With a example show that 

collaborative simulation based on interfaces applied in planetary frame’s life prediction and structural 

optimism is reasonable well. 
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